Abstract-Generic programming has emerged as a paradigm for the development of highly reusable and safe software libraries. Generic constraint mechanism explicitly describes which concrete types can instantiate generic types. As it can detect and verify the validity of generic parameter instantiated, thereby guarantee dependability and safety of generic programming. Many modern programming languages support basic generic constraints. The paper reports on a comparison of facilities for generic constraints in five programming languages: C++, ConceptC++, Java, C#, named type constraints, and then presents a new abstract programming language: Apla, which supports for generic constraints base on algebraic structures. As language increasingly support generic constraints, it is necessary that language designers understand the constraint features to enable the effective use of generics and that their absence can cause difficulties for programmers.
INTRODUCTION
Pioneered by Alexander Stepanov and David Musser, generic programming [1, 2] is a programming paradigm for developing efficient, reusable software libraries. Generic constraints mechanism includes a collection of features for constraining generic parameters and verification of the validity of generic parameter instantiated, thereby guarantees dependability and safety of generic programs. Actually, we believe that generic constraints are the key points to solve the reliability of GP(Generic Programming). Many modern programming languages all add mechanisms of generic constraints, such as C#, java and Concept C++ [3] , etc. However, the constraints of these languages are regarded as narrow constraints at most [4] . They do support for syntax requirements, but not for semantic requirements [5] . This paper presents generic constraints of a new abstract programming language, which is called Apla(Abstract Programming LAnguage), and then displays the implementation of automatically transforming the abstract language to C++ codes based on C++ generator.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In section 2, we illustrate the related works of generic constraints. The section 3 presents a new description of generic constraints of Apla language by means of algebraic structures, and then describes one typical case using the Apla constraints mechanism in section 4. Finally, we draw conclusions and figure out future work in section 5.
II. RELATED WORKS
Musser [6] presented generally recognized definition of generic constraint.
Definition 1. Generic constraint
Given A is a set of abstractions (such as Abstract Data Type (ADT)), and generic constraint C is a set of requirements R. That is:
In which, A is a set of all types in the domain, and R is commonness of all elements in C.
C++ templates are the core of the design of current successful mainstream libraries and systems [3] . However, they lack formal descriptions of generic constraint. Compare to C++ templates, concepts of ConceptC++ generate sets of primitive operations with signatures from a simpler and more abstract language and adds formal description of generic constraints explicitly. C#/Java generics can provide enhanced safety but are also somewhat limited in capabilities [7] . They introduce FBounded Parametric Polymorphism to constrain type parameters. Type variables in a parameterized type can be bounded by a class or an interface, and then only sub-types of the bound can be used to instantiate the parameterized type.
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For instance, there is an example of C# generics, as shown in example 1. There is another example of Java generics, as shown in example 2.
Example 2. public static <T extends Object & Comparable<T>> void sort (T [] array)
Java generics are similar to C# generics. It means that only sub-types of Object and Comparable<T> can be used to instantiate the parameterized type T.
Swen Bing proposed named type constraint mechanism [4] ; selected C++ language as the host language; designed the standard constraints library; developed a compiler front-end (has been integrated into the C++ front), as far as possible to reuse existing C++ resource [4] .
III. APLA GENERIC CONSTRAINT MECHANISM
Based on PAR(Partition And Recur) method [8] , this section puts forward Apla [9, 10, 11] generic constraint mechanism. With abstract programming language Apla for the host language, the mechanism focuses on algebraic structure semantic constraint. Compared with the existing relevant work [3, 4] , the approach presented in this section improves the abstract degree of generic constraint, and supports semantic constraint. Thus, it facilitates formal verifying.
Abstract data type defines a collection of data and a set of operations on the data set. It can be viewed as corresponding to a series of elements and their algebraic operations. Operational semantics can be described by using algebraic equation axioms. As the different operations and equation axiom can form all kinds of algebraic system specification, any abstract data type can be described by algebraic system specification. We proposed to construct the appropriate algebraic structure, which unifies a class of problems in a mathematical model or a library of reusable programming components.
We add generic constraints mechanisms into Apla language. It includes three parts: constraints_definition, constraints_call and constraints_instantiation. Based on constraints_definition, we design a predefined Apla algebraic structure generic constraint library. It defines idempotent structure, commutative structure, reversible structure, groupoid, semigroup, monoid, Abelian monoid, group, Abelian group, ring, semiring, and a series of other constraints. Based on the predefined basic algebraic structure constraint library, users can define more algebraic structure constraints according to the custom demand. Then users can constrain that parameterized types and functions should conform to constraints requirements in the step of constraints_call. At last, constraints_instantiation is instantiating generic types into specific types based on constraints.
There is BNF description of Apla generic constraints_definition: 
IV. CASE STUDIES
There is one case of closed semi-ring. It is called kleene algorithm [12] , which unifies a family of path problems, including all-pairs shortest path, transitive closure, and maximum capacity path, defined on directed or undirected graphs [13] .It is shown in figure 1 . Basetype, Basebinaryop and Semi-ring belong to Apla generic constraint library, which is predefined. The constraints_definition of closed-semiring directly call them.
(2)constraints_call.
(3)constraints_instantiation.
We can generate the shortest path algorithm, the transitive closure algorithm and the maximum capacity algorithm respectively. FIGURE II. PROGRAM EXECUTION RESULT Figure 1 shows us the result generated by the C++ generator. The left part of the figure 1 is Apla generic kleene program. It includes constraints_definition, constraints_call and constraints_instantiation. The right part of the figure 1 is the part of C++ codes that is generated by the C++ generator automatically. Figure 2 presents execution of the C++ codes.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH
Generic constraints mechanism includes a collection of features for constraining generic parameters and verification of the validity of generic parameter instantiated, thereby guarantees dependability and safety of generic programs. The paper describes the current research situation of generic constraints. It is difficult to describe and verify generic programs with dynamic semantic constraints. We present generic semantic constraints of a new abstract programming language based on algebraic structures, then one typical case is given. Finally, we transform the case to C++ template program automatically by C++ generator. It has been found that the generic constraints mechanism can solve a series of complex generic constraints problems, so markedly improves dependability and safety of generic programs.
